
The Rachel Pips Group

“Trading with purpose. Building and teaching

an avenue of wealth.”

Who We Are: We are a group of active digital investors that believes investors
can be successful when prepared and led correctly.

What We Do: We mentor returning investors, aspiring investors and even
brand new entry level investors.

Why We Exist: We truly believe investors can be extremely successful when
mentored and prepared properly. Many investors enter and exit the Foreign
Exchange market quickly due to lack of knowledge or leadership. Anyone can
be successful in investing no matter the age, gender or nationality.

START NOW: Our best suggestion is to enroll to start learning now. ONLY
$235 to enroll, $175 recurring afterwards. Refer two paying customers and
your membership is FREE. You don’t need to start investing right away, but if
you’d like to, please see our Binary Brokers List with brokers allowing
minimum deposits low as $50 bucks.



What Is Forex Trading?

The foreign exchange (also known as FX or Forex) market is a global
marketplace for exchanging national currencies against one another.

HFX (High Frequency Forex) is predicting if the exchange rate for that
currency pair will go up or down.

How Much Is The Forex Market Worth In 2021?

The worldwide 2021 forex market is worth $2,409,000,000 ($2.409 quadrillion).
$6.6 trillion on average every day is traded on foreign exchange markets.

What Is Traded?

1. Currency
2. Commodities
3. Cryptocurrency

To start learning and trading, you’ll need $235 for tuition the first month and
$175 a month after the first month. There’s a student referral program when
you recruit 2 paying customers, your monthly membership fee is waived as
long as they stay active. There’s no commitment and you can cancel at any
time.



Making profit with Forex is about buying a currency pair at a low price and
selling it for a higher price.

Making profit with HFX is simply predicting if the currency pair you’ve
selected exchange rate will go up or down in the fixed time period.

 

 ● Put options allow you to bet against the market because instead of taking
ownership of an asset, you are speculating on an asset's price movement. (currency is
going DOWN in value, more profitable for you. )

 
 ●  A call option is a contract that gives the buyer the right but not the obligation to

buy a specific asset at a specific price, on a specific date of expiry. The value of a call
option appreciates if the asset's market price increases. (currency is going UP in value,
not as much profit.)



The Forex Market Hierarchy

Morgan Stanley, JP Morgan Chase, Deutsche Bank, HSBC (British Multinational
Investment bank and financial services),  UBS (Swiss Multinational Investment bank and
financial services, Royal Bank of Scotland and Goldman Sach just to name a few major
players in the Forex Market.



Join The Legal Snipers with HFX, how can you sign
up?

1. rachelpipsgroup.com

2. Join The Team #legalsnipers
3. Sign up!

We hope to sign you up soon! We are dedicated mentors that can provide
extra support at ZERO cost when you enroll into the academy.

rachelpipsgroup.com

 

http://www.rachelpipsgroup.com

